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LiDAR-based Control of Autonomous Rotorcraft
for the Inspection of Pier-like Structures
Bruno J. Guerreiro, Carlos Silvestre, Rita Cunha, David Cabecinhas

Abstract—This paper addresses the problem of trajectory
tracking control of autonomous rotorcraft in operation scenarios
where only relative position measurements obtained from LiDAR
sensors are possible. The proposed approach defines an alternative kinematic model, directly based on LiDAR measurements,
and uses a trajectory-dependent error space to express the
dynamic model of the vehicle. An LPV representation with
piecewise affine dependence on the parameters is adopted to
describe the error dynamics over a set of predefined operating
regions, and a continuous-time H2 control problem is solved
using LMIs and implemented within the scope of gain-scheduling
control theory. The performance of the proposed control method
is validated with comprehensive simulation and experimental
results, using a mock-up scenario of a pier inspected by a
quadrotor.
Index Terms—Trajectory Tracking, Sensor-based Control, LiDAR, Aerial Vehicles.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The structural components of large infrastructures are affected in their strength and durability by aging, exposure to
aggressive/corrosive environment, and wear & tear, especially
in places where construction or maintenance errors occurred
[1]. As it is essential to perform regular inspection surveys, the
cost and risk reduction stemming from the improved detection
and from the replacement of the standard procedures support
the widespread adoption of automatic inspection tools in a
near future, for which autonomous rotorcraft vehicles are ideal
platforms that can be equipped with multiple sensors, such as
multi-spectral camera arrays or light detection and ranging
(LiDAR) sensors, as in the vehicle depicted in Fig. 1.
The development of trajectory tracking control systems is
both a challenge and a fundamental requirement to accomplish
high performance autonomous flight near infrastructures, particularly, in the absence of GPS measurements. To address
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Fig. 1. Aerial vehicle developed for infrastructure inspection.

the trajectory tracking control problem, several authors have
focused on using nonlinear techniques, such as backstepping,
feedforward control [2], or model predictive control [3]. An
alternative to tackle the design of controllers for vehicles
with complex nonlinear dynamic models, is to resort to gainscheduling control theory [4], where a simple controller is
designed for each region of operation, and an overall stabilizing controller is obtained by switching between them. In
combination with gain-scheduling techniques, linear parameter
varying (LPV) models and linear matrix inequalities (LMIs)
are frequently used for the design of each controller (see [5]
and [6]), which together constitute powerful tools for tackling
complex problems. Several examples in the literature attest its
level of success, such as [7]–[9].
The use of LiDARs to obtain vehicle localization in GPSdenied environments is by now an ubiquitous and mandatory
technology in mobile robots [10]. However, in the field of
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) this problem has only been
addressed in recent years, for instance in [11] or [12], which either assume that the environment map is known or use computationally demanding simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) strategies. In comparison with video cameras, also
used in visual structure from motion algorithms [13], LiDARs
offer better depth resolution, range, and horizontal field of
view at the cost of lower angular and vertical resolution.
The sensor-based control approach proposed in this paper does not aim at providing a localization algorithm, but
rather to devise simple and reliable sensor-based trajectory
tracking control methodologies, which can enable the automatic inspection of large infrastructures, under mild geometric
assumptions. It is assumed that no reliable GPS signal is
available, as near large infrastructures antenna shadowing and
multipath problems can severely degrade the signal quality,
but both the absolute attitude and the 3-D position of the
vehicle relative to an inspection target can be accurately
measured resorting to an inertial measurement unit (IMU) and
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a 2-D LiDAR sensor (which can provide horizontal profiles
of the environment as well as the distance to the ground
using a mirror). This sensor-based control approach relies
on the formulation of a nonlinear LiDAR-based kinematics
for the position of the vehicle relative to the structure. A
trajectory-dependent error space is then defined to express
the dynamic model of the vehicle, which should be driven
to zero by the trajectory tracking controller to be designed,
and the flight envelope is partitioned into a set of overlapping
regions of operation, for which an LPV representation with
piecewise affine dependence (a linear transformation followed
by a translation) on the parameters is considered. By imposing
an affine parameter dependent structure, a continuous-time
state feedback controller can be derived in order to guarantee
stability and H2 -norm performance bound over a polytopic
set of parameters using a finite number of LMIs, and the
overall controller is implemented within the framework of
gain-scheduling control theory using the D-methodology to
switch between controllers [14].
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are: i) the
formulation of a LiDAR-based kinematics for aerial vehicles;
ii) the formulation of a sensor-based trajectory tracking error
space dynamics; iii) the design of trajectory tracking controllers based on gain-scheduling theory, LPV model representation, and LMI controller design tools extended for polytopic
systems; and iv) the validation with realistic simulation and
experimental results. Relative to the preliminary versions of
this work that can be found in [15], [16], and [17], this
paper introduces a different vehicle model, redefines the errorspace parametrization to better suit the particular characteristic
of rotorcraft at low speed trimming trajectories, extends the
simulation results, and provides experimental validation for the
proposed algorithms. Similar work using a quadrotor for vertical pier inspection has been addressed in [18], [19], where the
authors use either LiDAR or a camera to control the horizontal
position of the vehicle. Beyond the contributions highlighted
above, the strategy presented here (and in the preliminary
versions) formulates the control problem on the space of the
sensors and uses a gain-switching control methodology that
considers different operating regimes over the vehicle’s flight
envelope, which may lead to better performance and stability
guarantees in the same operating conditions.
The paper is organized as follows. The model of a general
rotorcraft is presented in Section II, while in Section III
the LiDAR kinematics and error space are introduced. The
control synthesis and implementation details are provided in
Section IV, preceding the simulation and experimental results
in Section V. Finally, the concluding remarks and directions
of further work are given in Section VI.
II. ROTORCRAFT DYNAMIC M ODEL
This section summarizes the rotorcraft dynamic model, in
particular, for quadrotors [20], [21]. A comprehensive coverage of rotorcraft flight dynamics can be found in [22], [23]
which can be adapted for quadrotor and multirotor vehicles,
as done in [24].
The vehicle is modeled as a rigid-body driven by forces
and moments applied at its center of mass, which include

the contribution of the rotors, fuselage, and gravity. In order
to properly define the rigid-body kinematics and dynamics,
consider the definition of an Earth-fixed reference frame
{E} (neglecting the Earth’s rotation rate), using a local tangent
plane to the Earth’s surface of the reference ellipsoid at a
convenient location and using the north-east-down (NED)
convention, in which the x-axis of the coordinate frame points
north, the y-axis points east, and the z-axis points towards the
center of the Earth. To describe the relative motion of the
vehicle, a body-fixed frame {B} is defined with origin at the
vehicle’s center of mass, with the x-axis pointing forward,
the y-axis pointing right, and the z-axis pointing down. The
notation used throughout this paper considers that the subscript
and superscript in a rotation matrix indicate the original and
transformed frames, respectively, whereas the superscript in a
vector indicates the frame in which it is described.
A. Rigid-body Dynamics
Considering SE(3) := R3 ×SO(3) as the special Euclidean
group in 3-D space, then, the pair (E pB , E
B R) ∈ SE(3)
denotes the configuration of {B} relative to {E}, also denoted by (p, R), for the sake of notation simplicity. The
rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) can also be parameterized by

T
the ZYX Euler angles λ = φ θ ψ , with θ ∈ (− π2 , π2 ),
φ, ψ ∈ R. These parameters can readily be defined by using
λ ) = Rz (ψ) Ry (θ) Rx (φ), where, for instance, Rx (.)
R(λ
denotes the basic rotation of a given angle about the x-axis. In
addition, let the linear and angular velocities of {B} relative

T
to {E}, expressed in {B}, be given by B vB = u v w


T
and Bω B = p q r , respectively, which are also denoted
as v and ω for simplicity of notation. Then, the kinematic
equations of motion of a generic rigid-body can be written as
(

λ) v
ṗ = R(λ

(1a)

λ = Q(λ
λ) ω
λ̇

(1b)

λ ) := Q(φ, θ) relates the vehicle angular
where matrix Q(λ
velocity with the time derivative of the Euler angles. To avoid
singularities that may happen when using Euler angles, the
attitude kinematics can also be defined in the special orthogω ), where the operator S(.)
onal group, SO(3), as Ṙ = R S(ω
denotes a skew-symmetric matrix such that S(a) b represents
the cross product a × b, for some a, b ∈ R3 .
The dynamics of a rigid-body are described by the NewtonEuler equations of motion, which, considering that {B} is
coincident with the center of mass and explicitly showing the
dependence on the Earth’s gravity force, can be written as

 
  

ω) v
fext + m g
m I3 0
v̇
m S(ω
=
+
,
(2)
ω
ω ) JB ω
next
0
JB ω̇
S(ω
where m is the mass of the body, JB is the tensor of inertia
about frame {B}, the external forces and moments acting on
the rigid-body are respectively denoted by fext and next , the
gravitational acceleration vector expressed in body coordinates
is denoted by g = g(φ, θ) := g RT e3 = g RTx (φ) RTy (θ) e3 ,
g stands for
 the earth
T gravity acceleration (assumed constant),
and e3 = 0 0 1 .
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B. Rotorcraft Dynamics
Building on the rigid-body dynamics introduced above, the
rotorcraft nonlinear dynamics can be obtained by defining the
external forces and moments as functions of the control vector,
u, the linear and angular velocity of the vehicle, and the wind
velocity vector, vw , described in {B}. Most rotorcraft vehicles,
such as traditional helicopters and most multirotor vehicles,
use a thrust force along the vehicle’s vertical axis in addition
to three independent torques, one for each body rotation axis,
as the main way to maneuvering towards a given trajectory.
With the emergence of a multitude of commercially available rotorcraft vehicles, such as the Ascending Technologies
Pelican or the Mikrocopter QuadroXL quadrotors [25], [26],
many control strategies try to benefit from the existence of
a well tuned inner-loop system that controls the attitude of
the vehicle, tuned for the specific motors and their respective
performance characteristics.
Given the typical on-board processing limitations of the
proprietary inner-loop, it is customary to implement simple
attitude controllers, such as those with proportional-derivative
(PD) or proportional-integral-derivative (PID) action, possibly, with feedback linearization terms to simplify and have
stability guarantees for the resulting closed-loop dynamics.
These controllers usually receive as inputs attitude references
in roll/pitch and angular velocity references in yaw, changing
the velocities of the rotors to generate the necessary torques.
Considering the angular dynamics in Eq. (2) and the angular
kinematics of Eq. (1b), using a stabilizing control law such as
ω ) JB ω + JB Q−1 (λ
λ )[Q̇(λ
λ ) ω − K2 (λ̇
λ − e3 eT3 uIL )
next =S(ω
λ − uIL )]
− Π Te3 K1 Π e3 (λ

(3)

the resulting angular inner-loop system is given by
λ = −K2 (λ̇
λ − e3 eT3 uIL ) − Π Te3 K1 Π e3 (λ
λ − uIL ) , (4)
λ̈


where Π e3 = I2 02×1 , K1 = diag(kφ , kθ ) and K2 =
diag(kφ̇ , kθ̇ , kψ̇ ) are positive definite matrices, and the inner
T
loop input vector is denoted as uIL = uφ uθ uψ̇ ,
accounting for the desired roll angle, pitch angle, and yaw
angular rate, respectively. The resulting system is linear and
the state variables φ, θ, and ψ̇ converge exponentially to
constant input references uφ , uθ , and uψ̇ , respectively. This
result can be derived using a feedback linearization strategy,
as detailed in [27].
λ according to
Finally, considering that ω is related with λ̇
(1b), the velocity dynamics equation can be written as
ω ) v + g(φ, θ) − m−1 (uT e3 + fD (v, vw ))
v̇ = −S(ω

(5)

where vw denotes the wind velocity disturbance and fD (v, vw )
accounts for the drag effects acting on the vehicle, which
can either be computed using computational fluid dynamics
software or wind tunnel testing.
C. Equilibrium Trajectories
The dynamic equilibrium of a rigid-body requires that the
net sum of the external forces and moments acting on the body
are zero. This implies that the linear and angular velocities

3

expressed in the body frame can assume non-zero but constant
values while the accelerations are required to be zero. A
trimming or equilibrium trajectory of a vehicle, denotes the
kinematic component of the state for which the dynamic
component of the state remains in the equilibrium set. For the
considered class of vehicles and for each trimming trajectory,
λC ∈ R3 , uC ∈ R4 , φC , θC ∈ R, respectively
the variables vC , λ̇
denote the constant trimming values of the linear velocity,
Euler angles vector derivative, input vector, roll angle, and
pitch angle. The trimming trajectory components
aredenoted

T
by pC (.) : R+ → R3 and λ C (.) = φC , θC , ψC (.) , with
ψC (.) : R+ → R, implying that the yaw angle, ψC (.), can
change without violating the equilibrium condition, although
satisfying a constant rate imposed by ψ̇C = uψ̇ . As shown
in [28], the set of achievable trimming trajectories, E, corresponds to straight lines and z-aligned helices described by the
vehicle with arbitrary, but constant, linear velocity and yaw
angle relative to the path.
Further consider an additional frame, denoted as the horizontal body-fixed frame, {H}, such that E pH = p denotes the
position of frame {H} described in frame {E}, E
H R := Rz (ψ)
is the rotation from frame {H} to frame {E}, and H
B R :=
Ry (θ) Rx (φ) the rotation from frame {B} to frame {H}.
A versatile parametrization can be introduced by using the
velocity vector described in the horizontal body-fixed frame
{H}, H vC = Ry (θC ) Rx (φC ) vC , combined with the yaw
angular velocity, ψ̇C , yielding

T 
T
ξ = H vCT ψ̇C = H uC H vC H wC ψ̇C
.
(6)
III. S ENSOR - BASED E RROR DYNAMICS
The use of sensor-based controllers is most useful when
the relative position measurements are more accurate than the
available absolute position measurements. This is the case of
the close inspection of an infrastructure, where the visibility
of the GPS satellite constellation is compromised, whereas
the accuracy of LiDAR sensors increases with the proximity
to the infrastructure. Thus, it is assumed that there is no access
to absolute position measurements, but accurate estimates of
the body velocities and attitude are available, which might
be obtained using optical flow sensors and IMUs. Without
loss of generality, the LiDAR is assumed to be at the center
and aligned with the body-fixed frame, as the transformation
between the LiDAR frame and {B} is known.
A. Pier Geometry and Center Position
Consider that at each sampling instant, the horizontally
mounted LiDAR provides a set of nL data points in frame
{B}, from which a subset is selected as the region of interest
for control purposes, (ρBi , αBi ), for i = 1, . . . , n, where ρBi
stands for the range distance measurement and αBi is the
respective bearing. It is assumed that the inspection targets are
approximately cylindrical, which includes many bridge piers,
industrial chimneys, wind turbine towers, etc. Although the
methodology proposed hereafter considers piers with circular
section, it can also tackle piers with sections described by an
ellipse or a rectangle, at the cost of a degradation of trajectory
tracking performance, as will be discussed later.
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in frame {B}, denoted as zBg , can be easily projected into the
z-axis of frame {H} using zg = zBg cos φ cos θ.
Note that the horizontal ground assumption, which is somehow restrictive, could be easily overcome with the use of an
additional laser scanner placed in the yz-plane of frame {B},
replacing the range only sensor in the z-axis.
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®1

®n
y

pctr
½n

Fig. 2. Laser measurements intersecting the pier.

B. LiDAR Kinematics

The main goal is to detect invariant points, or landmarks,
from which we can infer the relative position of the vehicle.
As this task is more challenging in frame {B}, the original
measurements of the LiDAR in frame {B} are transformed
and projected into frame {H}, where they are denoted as
(ρi , αi ). The relation between range and angular information
in {B} and their projection into {H} can be expressed as

The equations of motion for the LiDAR kinematics are
naturally divided into the horizontal plane and the vertical
axis kinematics. Nonetheless, they can be considered as a
unique sensor that provides the position of the center of
the pier at ground level, pp , which can be expressed as

T
E
E
pp = Rz (α) ρ 0 zg , or as pp = H
pB ).
E R( pp −
Defining
the
generalized
LiDAR-based
position
vector
as

T
η = ρ α zg , after some algebraic manipulation, the
LiDAR-based kinematics equation can be written as

ρ2i = ρ2Bi [(cos αBi cos θ+sin αBi sin φ sin θ)2+(sin αBi cos φ)2 ]
αi = atan2(sin αBi cos φ, cos αBi cos θ + sin αBi sin φ sin θ)
where atan2(., .) denotes the four quadrant inverse of the
tangent function. It is straightforward to see that the intersection of any vertical cylindrical pier with the xy-plane of
frame {H} yields a circle. In this way, the laser measurements
(ρi , αi ) that represent the pier also represent an arc of a
circle. Using basic notions of geometry, it can be seen that,
given any point outside the circle and in the same plane,
there are only two lines that pass through this point and
are tangent to the circle, as shown in Fig. 2. These lines
are approximated by the first and last laser measurements
that intersect the pier, provided that the angular resolution of
the laser is sufficiently high, which is typically below 0.25
degrees. Therefore, the center of the pier can be estimated
using the first and last laser measurements transformed into
the {H} frame, respectively (ρ1 , α1 ) and (ρn , αn ), where n
is the number of laser measurements that intersect the pier. The
expressions for the equivalent range and angle of the center
of the pier, respectively denoted as ρ and α, are given by
ρ=

ρ1 + ρn
1
2 cos( αn −α
)
2

,

α=

α1 + αn
.
2

(7)

The fact that only the first and last measurements of the laser
are used to estimate the center of the pier indicates that if its
shape is not exactly a cylinder, the algorithm will still be valid.
The deviations from the desired trajectory can be regarded as
a consequence of a perturbation to the nominal system, as the
center of the pier measured by the laser will not correspond
exactly to the real value.
In order to have a complete 3-D position measurement,
an additional altitude sensor is necessary. In the approach
presented in this paper, part of the horizontal LiDAR profile is
deflected towards the ground using a mirror, thus providing a
good measurement of distance to the ground along the z-axis
of the sensor frame {B}, without additional sensors. Further
assuming that the ground surrounding the inspection area is
planar and horizontal, together with the fact that the pitch and
roll angles are available, the distance-to-ground measurement

η̇η = rη (r) − Iη (ρ) RTz (α) Ry (θ) Rx (φ) v ,
(8)

T H
where rη (r) =
 0 −r  0 , B R = Ry (θ) Rx (φ), and
Iη (a) = diag( 1 1/a 1 ), for all a 6= 0. Thus, this new
position kinematics equation can be used to replace (1a) and
formulate a trajectory dependent error space to be used in a
sensor-based control synthesis.
C. Error Dynamics
Consider the vehicle equations of motion presented in (1b),
(4), and (5), as well as the sensor-based position kinematics
(8), denoting the desired trimming values for the state and
λC , λ C (.), and uC . For the
input vectors as vC , η C (.), λ̇
envisioned applications, the trimming trajectories of interest
are z-aligned helices and hover, which are characterized by
constant values of range and bearing of the pier center in
frame {H}, denoted as ρC and αC . This subset of the possible
trimming trajectories, EL ⊂ E, can be described by the

T
parameterization ξ L = ρC αC H wC ψ̇C , where H wC
is the desired z-component of the velocity vector described
in {H}. This parameterization can be mapped onto the more
general parameterization already introduced in (6), considering

T
that H vC = Rz (αC ) 0 −ρC ψ̇C H wC .
h Defining thei LiDAR-based state vector as xL =
T

T

∈ R12 , the error vector can be simply
λ , λT
vT , η T , λ̇
defined as xe = xL − xC , where xC is the desired state
trajectory. Let also ue = u − uC and vwe = vw , which
considers that there is no disturbance at trimming, vwc = 0.
Then, in the new error coordinate system, it can be shown
that the linearization of the sensor-based dynamics given by
(1b), (4), (5), and (8) along a trimming trajectory is time
invariant, following the approach in [8] and [28], and noting

T

T
λC = 0 0 ψ̇C , the
that η̇η C = 0 0 H wC
and λ̇
nonlinear error dynamics can then be expressed as


v̇
 η̇η − η̇η C 
 .
ẋe = fe (xe , ue , vw , xC , uC ) = 
(9)
 λ̈
λ 
λ − λ̇
λC
λ̇
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The linearization of (9) about the origin, or equivalently,
the linearization of (1b), (4), (5), and (8) about the trimming
trajectory can be expressed in the generalized error space as
δ ẋe = Aξe δxe + Bξe δue + Bξwe δvw

(10)

∂
where Aξe = ∂x
fe (.) ξ is a constant matrix for each trimming
trajectory defined by ξ , considering similar definitions for
Bξe and Bξwe . For a small enough region of operation, the
nonlinear system can be accurately approximated by a linear
parameter varying (LPV) system, that continuously depend
on the parameter vector ξ . Introducing the output vector to
be controlled z, the general exogenous input vector w, and
redefining the state and input vectors as x = δxe and u = δue ,
an LPV system can be defined as

ẋ = A(ξξ )x + Bw (ξξ )w + Bu
(11a)

z = Cx + Dw + Eu

(11b)

5

P(ξξ i ) for all i = 1, . . . , nj , i.e., the vertices of the parameter
set can be uniquely identified with the vertices of the system.
Using this polytopic structure with [6, Proposition 1.19], the
quadratic stability of the system for a given region of operation
can be established if a certain Lyapunov equation of the
closed-loop system can be satisfied for all for all ξ ∈ E0j .
The H2 synthesis problem can be described as that of
finding a control matrix K that stabilizes the closed-loop
system and minimizes the H2 -norm of Tzw (ξξ ), denoted by
kTzw (ξξ )kH2 . It is assumed that matrix D(ξξ ) = 0 in order to
guarantee that kTzw (ξξ )kH2 is finite for every internally stabilizing and strictly proper controller. The following theorem
is used for controller design and relies on results available
in [5] and [6], after being rewritten for the case of polytopic
LPV systems. In the following, tr (.) denotes the trace of the
argument matrix.

Thus, it follows that there is a linear time invariant plant (11),
associated with each trimming trajectory ξ ∈ EL , for which a
linear controller can be designed.
Recalling the terms of the dynamic equations (4) and (5)
that depend on the input vector u, it can be seen that the
resulting linearized error space matrix B is constant for every
trimming trajectory, resulting in an exact representation.

Theorem 1 (Polytopic stability). If there are real matrices
X = XT  0, Y  0, and W such that


A(ξξ )X+XAT(ξξ )+B(ξξ )W+WT BT(ξξ ) Bw (ξξ )
≺ 0 (12a)
BTw (ξξ )
−I


Y
C(ξξ ) X + E(ξξ ) W
 0 (12b)
X CT (ξξ ) + WT ET (ξξ )
X

IV. C ONTROLLER D ESIGN

for all ξ ∈ E0j , where K = W X−1 , then, the closedloop system is quadratically stable and there exists an upperbound γ for the continuous-time H2 -norm of the closed-loop
operator, i.e., kTzw (ξξ )kH2 < γ for all ξ ∈ E j .

In this section a LMI approach is used to tackle the
continuous-time state feedback H2 synthesis problem for polytopic LPV systems such as (11). The system is parameterized
by ξ , which is a possibly time-varying parameter vector and
belongs to the convex set E j = co(E0j ). Here, the operator
co(.) denotes the convex hull of the elements of the argument
set, E0j = {ξξ 1 , . . . , ξ nj }, where ξ 1 to ξ nj are the vertices of a
polytope. It is also noted that the controller synthesis presented
in the following subsection will only be valid for a specific
operating region, here represented by E j ⊂ E.
A. Synthesis
Applying the static state feedback law given by u = K x
to (11) results in the closed-loop Tzw (ξξ ). It can be seen
that testing for stability or solving the synthesis problem
without any further result, involves an infinite number of LMIs.
Thus, several different structures for LPV systems have been
proposed which reduce the problem to that of solving a finite
number of LMIs. An affine polytopic description is adopted,
which can also be used to model a wide spectrum of systems
and, as shown in the results presented in Section V, is an
adequate choice for the system at hand.
Definition 1 (Affine polytopic LPV). The system (11) is said
to be a polytopic LPV system if the system matrix verifies
P(ξξ ) ∈ co (P1 , . . . , Pnr ) for all ξ ∈ E j , i = 1, . . . , nj , where




A(ξξ ) Bw (ξξ ) B(ξξ )
Ai Bwi Bi
P(ξξ ) =
, Pi =
.
C(ξξ ) D(ξξ ) E(ξξ )
Ci Di Ei
Moreover, if E j is a polytopic set, such as E j = co(E0j ), E0j =
{ξξ 1 , . . . , ξ nj }, and P(ξξ ) depends affinely on ξ , then Pi =

tr (Y)< γ 2 (12c)

Proof. As a proof outline, it can be seen that satisfying the
LMI system for all ξ ∈ E0j is equivalent to satisfying the
same system of LMIs for all ξ ∈ E j , as the system (11)
is a polytopic LPV system. The proof that satisfying (12)
implies kTzw (ξξ )kH2 < γ for all ξ ∈ E j can be obtained from
the definition of H2 -norm of Tzw (ξξ ). Further details and the
complete proof of this result are provided in [27].
With this result, the optimal solution for the continuous-time
H2 control problem is approximated through the minimization
of γ subject to the LMIs of Theorem 1.
B. Implementation
To guarantee that the closed-loop system has zero steadystate error in position
 and yaw
T angle, the integral of the
output vector ye = η Te ψe
is included in the design as
a performance output, augmenting the state dynamics with
the equation ẋi = ye . To meet the design requirements,
the weighting function associated with the integral state is
chosen as W1 = diag(5, 5, 3, 7), the actuation weight is
W2 = diag(15I3 , 3), and the state weight is given by
W3 = diag(0.01I6 , 5I3 , 0.01I2 , 5). Additionally, dynamic
weights are used for the actuation vector u, so that higher
actuation frequencies are penalized, as well as for the disturbance process w to represent the Von Karman disturbance
model transfer functions (see [22] and references therein).
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The parameter vector for the
 sensor-based control
 approach,
previously defined as ξ L = ρC αC H wC ψ̇C , is considered to parameterize a subset, EL , of all possible trimming
trajectories, E. For the implementation of the overall controller
within the framework of the gain scheduling theory, the set of
trimming trajectories EL is partitioned into nr = 128 overlapping polytopic regions of operation, E j for j = 1, . . . , nr ,
such that the union of all operating regions completely covers
the set of trimming trajectories. The controller implementation
is based on the D-methodology, comprehensively described in
[14], which moves all integrators to the plant input, and adds
differentiators where needed to preserve the transfer functions
and the stability characteristics of the closed-loop system. The
bump-less transfer property of this implementation methodology allows for the controller to switch between regions of
operation without having to interpolate between controllers.
The gain-switching controller is therefore defined by partitioning ρC ∈ [0.4, 2] m into 2 intervals; αC ∈ [−135, 135] deg
into 8 intervals; ψ̇C ∈ [−40, 40] deg/s into 4 intervals; and
H
wC ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] m/s into 2 intervals. The operating regions
spanned by the interval αC ∈ [−135, 135] deg is coincident
with the field-of-view of the Hokuyo LiDAR used in the experimental results, thus, if another sensor with increased fieldof-view is used, the flight envelope can be easily extended.
The state-space nonlinear system is approximated by affine
functions on the parameters ξ ∈ E j , for j = 1, . . . , nr , using
least squares fitting. The error introduced by this approximation can be evaluated by comparing, for each ξ , the resulting
LPV system matrices, e.g., A(ξξ ), with the linearization of the
nonlinear system at the same point, AN L (ξξ ) := ∂∂xf ξ . Noting
that similar definitions can be used for each system matrix,
this error can be defined as
kAN L (ξξ ) − A(ξξ )kF
Ã(ξξ ) = 100
,
kAN L (ξξ )kF
considering that k.kF is the Frobenius norm of the argument
matrices. In practice, a finite number of points in a given zone
j is used for the respective LPV approximation, which can be
defined as Ê j := {ξξ 1 , . . . , ξ nj }, and amounts to nj = 74 =
2401 points for each of the nr regions of operation used in the
presented results. Thus, the maximum approximation error for
a given region E j can be defined as Ãjmax = maxξ i ∈Ê j Ã(ξξ i ).
These indicators for the presented case show that the average
maximum errors throughout the nr regions is 0.3% in the case
of matrix A, and 9.4% for matrix Bw , while the maximum
errors are respectively 0.53% and 12.5%, noting that B has
no approximation error, as mentioned in Section III-C.
V. S IMULATION AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
To further validate the proposed strategy, experimental trials
were conducted at the Sensor-based Cooperative Robotics
Research (SCORE) laboratory, University of Macau. The setup
consists of an Ascending Technologies Pelican quadrotor with
custom processing and interface programs, instrumented with
an Hokuyo UTM-30LX 2-D LiDAR to acquire horizontal
profiles of the environment, a mock-up scenario of a pier to
be inspected, and a VICON motion capture system with 12
cameras [29] (as shown in Figs. 1 and 3), which provides

Fig. 3. LiDAR-based trajectory tracking control: Astec Pelican quadrotor
with Hokuyo LiDAR, mock-up pier, and laboratory setup.

accurate estimates of the position, attitude, linear and angular
velocities of any vehicle placed inside the working area with
the correct markers. Although this quadrotor is fully capable
of running the proposed control methodologies within the onboard CPU, a rapid prototyping and testing architecture was
used, which runs in the Matlab® /Simulink® environment and
seamlessly integrate the controller and the vehicle through a
WiFi UDP communication link. The LiDAR data is acquired
on board the vehicle and processed to obtain the sensorbased measurements α and ρ, as well as the altitude of the
vehicle using a mirror that deflects the first 50 laser angular
positions towards the ground (see Fig. 3). The Pelican internal
IMU estimates are used in the proposed controller to obtain
the attitude and angular velocity, whereas the vehicle linear
velocity is obtained using the VICON system. In the future,
this last variable will be obtained using an optical flow sensor,
such as the PX4FLOW board [30].
To perform accurate infrastructure inspection, an autonomous quadrotor is required to cover the infrastructure
comprehensively in order to detect cracks, corrosion, leaks, or
any other indicator that further maintenance procedures are required. Therefore, the required flight envelope is characterized
by low speed, high yaw maneuverability, good vertical flight
capabilities, and the possibility of describing helices around
the infrastructure. To complement the experimental results,
this section also provides realistic simulation results in the
same conditions as the experimental trials. Two simulation
trials were carried out using the nonlinear dynamic quadrotor
model presented above: (i) with wind disturbance, and (ii) with
no disturbance or measurement noise. In addition to the wind
disturbance noise generated using the Von Karman disturbance
model, as described in Section IV-B, the simulation scenario
presented below also includes a discrete wind gust with
amplitude 2.5 m/s in each axis, rising time of 2.5 s, constant
direction in the earth-fixed frame, and applied at t = 36 s.
Considering the envisioned applications, in the results provided in this paper the vehicle is required to track a trajectory
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(a) Laser-based position η
Fig. 4. LiDAR-based trajectory tracking control: scenario and vehicle trajectories, both experimental and simulated (with and without wind disturbance).
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Fig. 5. LiDAR-based trajectory tracking control: position and attitude.
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composed of: (i) take off followed by stationary hover at
the initial position relative to the pier, with slight transition to the desired initial position, with ρC = 1.0 m, and
αC = ψ̇C = H wC = 0; (ii) an ascending helix completing
three loops around the pier and keeping the vehicle facing
the pier, with ρC = 1.0 m, αC = 0 deg, ψ̇C = 24 deg/s,
and H wC = −2.65 cm/s; (iii) a stationary hover at the final
position: ρC = 1.0 m, and αC = ψ̇C = H wC = 0. The
sensor-based trajectory tracking results are presented in Figs.
4-7, featuring the laser-based position and attitude, the control
action, and the transitions between regions of operation. The
instants when the vehicle takes off from the ground, transitions
from the initial hover to the ascending helix trajectory, when
the wind gust is applied (for the simulation results only), as
well as when the vehicle transitions from the ascending helix
to a stationary hover at the final position are also represented
in these figures with vertical lines, respectively, at t = 0.0 s,
t = 13.5 s, t = 36 s, and t = 58.5 s. A video that shows the
vehicle performing an helix trajectory around the Pier is
available at https://youtu.be/phjW7tHwNCQ.
It can be seen that the vehicle can adequately handle the
transitions from hover to the ascending helix and vice-versa,
converging to the desired trajectory as well as attenuating the
effects of the wind disturbance and measurement noise, when
they exist. This can be observed in Fig. 5, noting that the
tracking errors of the simulation results with (without) wind
disturbance are lower than 22 cm (8 cm) in ρ, 14 deg (14 deg)
in α, and 34 cm (13 cm) in zg . Regarding the experimental
results, it can be seen that the tracking errors are lower than
36 cm in ρ, 28 deg in α, and 24 cm in zg , not considering
the initial take-off. This degradation of performance relative
to the simulation results might be attributed to unmodeled
dynamics, model parameters not well identified/tuned, high
and nonlinear measurement noise, delays introduced by the
additional sensor processing, as well as to the controller
implementation environment and the communications between
the vehicle and Simulink.
After the wind gust is applied in the simulation trials, the
actuation has to adapt to the constant direction of the wind gust
(in frame {E}) while changing the vehicle direction to track
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Fig. 6. LiDAR-based trajectory tracking control: control signals.

the reference trajectory, as can be seen in Fig. 6. Nonetheless,
the tracking errors remain within the same order of magnitude
as those of the transitions from and to hover, even under
the influence of the wind gust. Regarding the experimental
results, another source of disturbance that is not considered
in the model (in particular the wind dynamic weights) is the
type of wind disturbance that results from flying the vehicle
in a confined space such as the one where the experiments
took place. As it is largely studied and acknowledged that the
proximity of this type of vehicles with the ground generates
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Fig. 7. LiDAR-based trajectory tracking control: active zone.

an increased lift force, similar distances to walls and ceiling
will also induce distortions in the air flow generating a wind
disturbance that might not be well represented by the Von Karman models. Nevertheless, the controller is able to follow the
desired trajectory with acceptable performance while dealing
with all these perturbations, as can be seen in the actuation
signals of Fig. 6, which are clearly not at trim.
Regarding the operating region transitions, presented in Fig.
7, it can be seen that the higher number of transitions is
concentrated on the take-off part of the trajectory, where the
vehicle must quickly reach and maintain a stationary hover.
Also, the transitions between operating regions (and their
respective controller gains) can also be observed during other
changes of desired trajectory, consistently showing that the
overall gain-switching controller is effective in stabilizing the
vehicle and converging to the desired trajectory, even under
demanding perturbations.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
This paper presented the design and experimental validation
of a LiDAR-based trajectory tracking control methodology
for autonomous rotorcraft, considering that no absolute position solution, such as GPS, is available for control. The
major contributions of this work are the introduction of a
LiDAR-based nonlinear kinematics, formulated in 3-D space,
and the definition of a trajectory-dependent error space to
express the dynamic model of the vehicle and the sensorbased kinematics. The effectiveness of the proposed control
method was validated with experimental results and the performance assessment complemented with simulations, using a
nonlinear model of the vehicle and realistic mission scenarios.
The quality of the obtained results clearly indicates that the
proposed methodologies are well suited to be employed in the
automatic inspection of large infrastructures using autonomous
rotorcraft. Future work includes the performance evaluation of
the proposed controllers during automatic inspection operation
near real world infrastructures.
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